Gradient forces generated by spatially nonuniform electromagnetic fields can be used to facilitate trapping^[@ref1]−[@ref5]^ and sorting^[@ref6]−[@ref10]^ of particles and molecules. Particle manipulation via electric field gradients, known as dielectrophoresis (DEP),^[@ref1]^ is widely used for lab-on-a-chip applications due to its ease of implementation and utility in label-free manipulation of both charged and neutral species. In DEP, the force acting on a polarizable object in a nonuniform electric field attracts (positive DEP) or repels (negative DEP) the object from the field maximum in proportion to its relative polarizability with respect to the surrounding medium. The time-averaged dielectrophoretic force acting on a spherical particle of radius *R* is given byHere ε~m~ denotes the real permittivity of the suspending medium, *E* is the total electric field, and *f*~CM~(ω) is the frequency-dependent Clausius-Mossotti factor:with particle and medium complex permittivities, ε^\*^~p~ and ε^\*^~m~.

The electric field gradient distribution and strength is determined by electrode shape and spatial configuration. Generation of DEP forces large enough to trap, that is, overcome Brownian motion, single molecules often requires nanometer-sized gaps made using advanced nanofabrication tools such as electron-beam lithography.^[@ref11]^ Various electrode shapes, such as gaps, interdigitated electrodes, and quadrupoles have been utilized for DEP trapping of particles in two-dimensional (2D), static configurations.^[@ref9]^ These kinds of electrodes are easy to fabricate, but are limited by their static, planar nature, and relatively small DEP forces. A three-dimensional (3D), mobile trap could be used to transfer trapped particles from one site to another, enabling new applications in microfluidics, nanolithography,^[@ref12]^ and biology. Three-dimensional structures, such as metallic posts and tips, in conjunction with a ground plane can also create strong field gradients, and were a mainstay of the field before the development of lithographically patterned samples with finer features.^[@ref13]^ Metallic tips in particular are interesting as the sharpness of tip itself creates a strong field gradient. Recent developments in sharp tip fabrication,^[@ref14]^ primarily for scanning probe microscopy applications, have led to more efficient DEP trapping of a variety of objects such as nanoparticles^[@ref15]^ and carbon nanotubes.^[@ref16]^

In addition to their ability to generate strong gradient electric fields for DEP, sharp tips made with noble metals can also localize surface plasmons,^[@ref2],[@ref17]^ density fluctuations of conduction electrons on metallic surfaces.^[@ref18]^ This effect is utilized for plasmonic trapping,^[@ref5]^ near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM),^[@ref14]^ and nonlinear spectroscopy.^[@ref19]^ A combination of the spectroscopic sensing capability of metallic tips with DEP trapping of molecules will give high fidelity data and could result in novel scanning probe techniques.

While considerable effort has been devoted to the fabrication of sharp metallic tips, the production of high-quality metallic probes is not a trivial task. Traditionally, tips are made via electrochemical etching technique,^[@ref14]^ a low-throughput technique with quality and reproducibility issues. Etched tips are prone to nanoscale surface roughness, which results in unwanted trapping sites^[@ref20]^ and random "hot spots" in tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy.^[@ref21]^ We utilize template stripping^[@ref22]^ for wafer-scale production of nanometrically smooth, ultrasharp metallic pyramids for NSOM and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy.^[@ref21],[@ref23]−[@ref25]^ When compared with etched tips, these template-stripped pyramids demonstrate higher reproducibility, smoother surfaces (roughness below 1 nm), and sharper tips (radius below ∼20 nm). Here we expand the functionality of pyramidal tips by attaching them to metallic wires using electrically conductive epoxy, thereby creating a DEP electrode (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We demonstrate dielectrophoretic manipulation, trapping, movement, and release, of fluorescently labeled polystyrene beads (2 μm and 190 nm diameters) at the pyramid apex. We also demonstrate concentration of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) near the tip by simultaneous detection of real-time Raman and photoluminescence signals.

![Fabrication of a template-stripped gold pyramid and connection to a metal wire. (A) Tungsten wire is dipped in conductive epoxy and aligned on top of the gold pyramid in the silicon mold. (B) After curing the epoxy, the pyramid is pulled by raising the wire. (C) A pulled gold pyramid attached to the tungsten wire. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (D) gold pyramids (in silicon mold) fabricated over an entire wafer and (E) single pyramid pulled out using a 50 μm tungsten wire and conductive epoxy. The inset in (D) shows a zoomed-in image of a single gold pyramid in the silicon mold.](ph-2014-00091h_0002){#fig1}

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

Computational Modeling {#sec2.1}
----------------------

To better understand the electrostatic properties of a sharp gold pyramid, we performed finite-element modeling using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The angle between opposite facets of our template-stripped pyramidal tip is 70.5°, determined by {111} crystal planes of the silicon template.^[@ref26]^ An indium tin oxide (ITO) counter electrode is placed at a distance of *d* (electrode gap) from the apex of the pyramid. The sharp, 20 nm tip radius of curvature, *r*, and 50 μm electrode gap, generates a strong electric field intensity gradient, ∇\|*E*\|^2^, whose magnitude is shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. The electric field intensity gradient reaches values of 10^23^ V^2^ m^--3^ at the tip and decreases rapidly with increasing distance in both x and z directions (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). The variation of ∇\|*E*\|^2^ with electrode gap, *d*, measured at 5 nm below the tip apex was also modeled (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). For *d* ≤ 1 μm, the field gradient shows 1/*d*^0.88^ dependence. It has been analytically shown that for electrode gap sizes smaller than the tip radius of curvature (here *d* \< *r* = 20 nm), the apex of the tip can be approximated as a sphere of radius *r* and its electrostatic image yielding a 1/*d* dependence in ∇\|*E*\|^2^.^[@ref27]^ For *d* ≥ 100 μm, the field gradient shows 1/*d*^1.95^ dependence. Electrode gap sizes approximately larger than the tip length require compensation for the entire shape of the tip (including its half angle) in addition to the sphere-image approximation and therefore yield a 1/*d*^2^ dependence in ∇\|*E*\|^2^. Since our calculations extend only down to 10 nm electrode gap size, we can approximate the 1/*d*^0.88^ dependence to an intermediate regime affected by the entire structure including its opening half angle, finite size, and finite tip radius of curvature.^[@ref27]^ Due to practical limitations, such as crashing the tip, we performed the experiments in the electrode gap region of 50--70 μm. Reducing the electrode gap to submicrometer distances (e.g., 0.5 μm) will further increase the DEP force by one or 2 orders of magnitude.

![Finite-element method calculations of the tip-plane geometry. (A) Magnitude (colors, logarithmically scaled) and direction (white arrows, also logarithmically scaled) of ∇\|*E*\|^2^ for 10 V potential and 50 μm electrode gap. (B) Magnitude of ∇\|*E*\|^2^ plotted along the black solid (*z* direction at *x* = 0 nm) and dotted (*x* direction at *z* = 5 nm below the tip) arrows in (A). (C) Electric field gradient as a function of the distance between the tip and the counter electrode (ITO). The experiments were performed in the region (black dotted circle) spanning over 50--70 μm. The inset shows the modeling design with gold tip and ITO counter electrode separated by an electrode gap, *d*.](ph-2014-00091h_0003){#fig2}

Conductive Pyramid Fabrication {#sec2.2}
------------------------------

To create our DEP electrodes, we modified a previously demonstrated template-stripping technique to produce ultrasmooth metallic pyramidal tips.^[@ref21]−[@ref23],[@ref28]^ Instead of template-stripping single metallic pyramid using dielectric epoxy,^[@ref23]^ we used a conductive epoxy, resulting in electrically conductive probes. This process is not a trivial extension of previous techniques due to the nature of conductive epoxy. Silver particles dispersed above the percolation threshold in a nonconductive epoxy matrix give the final connection its electrical connectivity. The fabrication steps are depicted in Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a--c. The pyramids are made over an entire 4 in. Si wafer (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d) that can be stored for an extended time with single pyramids template-stripped on demand. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a template-stripped gold pyramid is shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}e. The radius of curvature of the tip is ∼20 nm. A short piece of 50 μm diameter tungsten wire (Alfa Aesar) was dipped in a droplet of electrically conductive epoxy (NCA 130, Norland) mixed with a two-component fast-curing epoxy (UHU Schnellfest) before attaching to the 65 μm pyramid base with a micrometric XYZ stage. After curing, the metallic pyramid was detached (template-stripped) by pulling the wire and pyramid from the Si template. The conductive epoxy, holding the pyramid to the wire, was thermally cured at 100 °C for 1 h. The tungsten wire was then soldered to a Cu wire and mounted to a separate XYZ micropositioning stage on an inverted microscope for DEP trapping experiments.

Dielectrophoretic Trapping of Particles {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------

Our DEP trapping system (illustrated in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a) consists of a conductive gold pyramid, a drop of the particle solution in a PDMS ring, an ITO-coated glass ground plate, and a function generator. The tip was positioned with a micrometer driven XYZ stage. To demonstrate DEP trapping, we used fluorescently labeled polystyrene beads of diameters of 2 μm (Sigma-Aldrich) and 190 nm (Bangs Laboratories). A 5 μL drop of beads diluted in water was injected between the pyramid and ITO electrode with the tip fixed at a distance of approximately 70 μm from the electrode. The electrode gap was determined at the end of the experiment by using the micrometer readings on the Z stage of the tip mount, with the tip touching the ITO as a reference point. The applied AC voltage is 10 V~pp~ for all experiments reported in this work.

![Reversible dielectrophoretic manipulation of fluorescently labeled polystyrene beads. (A) Illustration of dielectrophoretic trapping of particles suspended in water at the apex of the gold pyramidal tip. (B) Real part of *f*~CM~(ω) for polystyrene bead in water (conductivity of the mixed solution = 0.28 mS/m) plotted as a function of frequency. The dotted line near 1.67 MHz is the transition from positive to negative DEP. (C--E) Fluorescence snapshots of dielectrophoretic manipulation of labeled polystyrene beads (2 μm) suspended in water using the template-stripped gold pyramidal tip. The applied potential was fixed at 10 V~pp~. (C--E) 100 kHz (trapping, positive DEP), and (F) 10 MHz (releasing, negative DEP). The scale bar is 5 μm.](ph-2014-00091h_0004){#fig3}

The different frequency regimes for reversible DEP manipulation of polystyrene beads suspended in water (relative permittivity = 80 and conductivity = 0.28 mS/m) are depicted in the *f*~CM~(ω) plot in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b. The cross over frequency, when *Re*\[*f*~CM~(ω)\] = 0, for the bead-water system is around 1.67 MHz. For frequencies lower than the cross over frequency, where Re\[*f*~CM~(ω)\] \> 0, the polarizability of the beads is higher than water and therefore the beads will be drawn toward the region of highest electric field (i.e., apex of the pyramid). For frequencies higher than the cross over frequency, *Re*\[*f*~CM~(ω)\] \< 0, the beads are repelled from the high field region since their polarizability drops below that of water. To demonstrate reversible manipulation of beads, we acquired fluorescence images (800 ms exposure time) for two different applied frequencies. When a 100 kHz AC signal was applied, a single 2 μm bead was trapped on the tip of the pyramid in less than 1 s (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c). As time goes on, more beads are subsequently trapped on the tip (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d,e). We attribute this site-specific trapping of beads on the tip to the strong electric field gradient concentrated at the pyramid apex with very weak field intensity on the edges and facets of the pyramid. Upon increasing the frequency to 10 MHz, which is above the cross over frequency for DEP trapping, beads were released into the solution (see Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}f). Since the tip is mounted on a XYZ micropositioner, we can move the pyramidal tip while trapping particles at the tip apex (see [Supporting Information, video](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

At high voltages, such as 10 V~pp~, the average electric field per particle is enough to trap multiple particles on the tip of the pyramid. However, reducing the voltage reduces the effective trapping volume leading to the ejection of subsequent particles from the DEP trap and only a single particle remains in the lowest energy configuration. We observed trapping of a single particle for longer duration for an applied voltage as low as 2 V~pp~.

Accumulation of particles on the facets of the pyramid was also observed (not shown) at very low frequencies (1--10 kHz). Such low-frequency accumulation of particles on top of electrodes, similar to our pyramid's facets, was observed for planar microelectrodes^[@ref29],[@ref30]^ and attributed to electrohydrodynamic effects.^[@ref31]^ Low-frequency electrohydrodynamic effects can inhibit trapping at sharp electrode features (e.g., like the tips and edges) and promote trapping on the flat part of the electrode. For higher frequencies, these effects diminish and geometrical features govern the electric field distribution.^[@ref32]^ As flat facets do not generate high electric field gradients, particles under positive DEP are pulled away from these regions. More in-depth discussion about the low-frequency particle manipulation is outside the scope of this work. As we focus on reversible particle manipulation, an effect in the ∼100 s of kHz, our experiments are not influenced by low-frequency electrohydrodynamic effects.

Next, we scaled down the particle size by a factor of 10. Reducing the particle diameter from 2 μm to 190 nm, assuming a constant electrode gap and tip radius, will scale down the DEP force by approximately a factor of 1000 (eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The reduced DEP force can increase the time it takes to trap a single bead. Fluorescence snap shots of a template-stripped gold pyramid immersed in the bead solution (with approximately 50 μm electrode gap) were taken at an exposure time of 400 ms (see Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a--d). At approximately 60 s after applying a potential (10 V~pp~, 100 kHz), a single 190 nm bead was trapped on the tip of the pyramid. The trapped bead was released back into solution when the frequency was increased to 10 MHz due to negative DEP (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d). Unlike the 2 μm bead experiment, where multiple beads were easily trapped in less than a second, trapping multiple 190 nm beads was found to take longer; unless a higher voltage was used.

![Fluorescence snapshots of dielectrophoretic manipulation of labeled polystyrene beads (190 nm diameter) suspended in water using template-stripped gold pyramidal tip. Fluorescence images of the pyramid before applying potential with (A) focusing on the pyramid base and (B--D) focusing on the pyramid apex. Fluorescence images of the pyramid with applied potential of 10 V~pp~ and frequency of (C) 100 kHz (positive DEP) and (D) 10 MHz (negative DEP). In (C) a single 190 nm bead is trapped at the apex. The white dotted square in (A) marks the region showed in (B--D). The scale bar is 20 μm in (A) and 5 μm in (B--D).](ph-2014-00091h_0005){#fig4}

Dielectrophoretic Trapping of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we demonstrate the spectroscopic sensing capability of our gold pyramid by dielectrophoretic concentration of SWCNTs on the tip of the pyramid and simultaneous spectral detection. The experimental scheme is illustrated in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a with the tip held at ∼50 μm above the ITO counter electrode. A 10 μL suspension of diluted, sodium deoxycholate suspended SWCNTs (see [Methods](#sec3){ref-type="other"}) was injected between the pyramid and the ITO electrode. Linearly polarized 785 nm laser light (4.7 mW) is focused on the tip of the gold pyramid using a 50× microscope objective lens. The far-field, scattered light was collected in reflection geometry, filtered, and sent to a fiber-optic spectrometer (Ocean Optics) for detection. Spectra taken with a 2 s integration time every 20 s with 10 V~pp~, 100 kHz applied potential are shown in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. A spectrum (inset, Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b) taken at 0 V, before DEP, shows a broad background photoluminescence signal attributed to the glass/ITO substrate, and this background was subtracted from subsequent collections. As the DEP force concentrates SWCNTs in the vicinity of the tip, Raman G-band (1595 cm^--1^) and photoluminescence (PL) signal intensities (758, 1411, and 1898 cm^--1^; corresponding to 835, 883, and 923 nm) are seen to increase. Background-subtracted spectra, along with superimposed fitting (consisting of three Gaussians for PL and one Lorentzian for Raman) are shown in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B. The G-band^[@ref33]^ is characteristic of all SWCNTs, and the three PL peaks are assigned to (5,4), (6,4), and (9,1).^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ These small diameter tubes are nonresonantly excited by our 785 nm laser, and the emission wavelengths overlap with our Raman spectrometer's detection range. The spectral identification of the Raman band and the PL peaks corresponding to SWCNTs demonstrates DEP induced concentration of carbon nanotubes on the tip of the pyramid. The Raman and PL signal can be boosted further by exciting localized plasmonic field at the tip of the pyramid by using a radially polarized beam.^[@ref36]^

![Raman spectroscopy of dielectrophoretically trapped SWCNTs on the tip of a template-stripped gold pyramid. (A) Illustration of the experimental setup. The laser light (785 nm) is focused on the tip of the gold pyramid and the reflected light is filtered and detected using a Raman spectrometer. Inset shows the laser light scattered by the tip of the gold pyramid, which is immersed in the SWCNT solution. (B) Background-subtracted Raman spectra (2 s acquisition time) for an applied potential of 10 V~pp~ and 100 kHz at different time sequences indicating the clear emergence of the Raman G band at 1595 cm^--1^ and the three different photoluminescence peaks. The spectra are vertically offset for clarity. The inset shows the Raman spectrum collected before applying the potential.](ph-2014-00091h_0006){#fig5}

In summary, we have demonstrated site-specific, reversible dielectrophoretic trapping based on template-stripped gold pyramid tips. A single pyramidal tip was template-stripped using conductive epoxy coated on a thin tungsten wire. This was made possible by mixing two kinds of epoxy and verifying the conductive path to the exterior of pyramid. The pyramid was integrated to a XYZ micropositioner and immersed in a solution of fluorescently labeled beads on an ITO electrode. AC voltage applied between the pyramid and the ITO electrode generated an electric field intensity gradient at the apex of the pyramid that allowed us to reversibly manipulate 2 μm and 190 nm beads. Furthermore, we utilized DEP to concentrate single-walled carbon nanotubes at the tip apex and demonstrated simultaneous Raman and photoluminescence detection. The conductive gold pyramidal tips are of potential use for many applications, including electrochemistry,^[@ref37]−[@ref39]^ scanning probe microscopy,^[@ref40]−[@ref43]^ and photoemission studies.^[@ref44]^ Being a mobile single-electrode DEP trap, our design can be extended further for dielectrophoretic manipulation of single molecules and nanoparticles.

Methods {#sec3}
=======

Pyramid Fabrication {#sec3.1}
-------------------

A standard (100) Si wafer was coated with 100 nm thick low-stress Si~3~N~4~ and spun-coat with MEGAPOSIT SPR-955 photoresist (Rohm and Haas). The wafer was then exposed with an i-line stepper (Canon 2500 i3) using a mask to produce 35, 45, 55, and 65 μm holes and developed for 70 s in MF CD 26 (Rohm and Haas) using a EE 200X (Brewer Science) spray developer. The exposed Si~3~N~4~ layer was etched using RIE (STS model 320) with CF~4~, followed by resist removal with O~2~ plasma. The wafer was then dipped in a bath of 30% KOH, 10% isopropyl alcohol, and water for 90 min for anisotropic etching of Si. After etching, the wafer was rinsed for 30 min and cleaned with a 1:1 solution of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide. 200 nm of gold was evaporated on the wafer using an e-beam evaporator (CHA, SEC600). After metal deposition, the wafer was soaked in 49% HF for 20 min to remove the Si~3~N~4~ mask, giving isolated gold pyramids.

Computational Modeling {#sec3.2}
----------------------

Finite-element modeling (FEM) of our pyramid--ITO electrode system was performed using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a. The pyramid is approximated as a cone in a 2D axisymmetric model with base half-width of 32.5 μm and height of 44.7 μm. The radius of the apex of the tip and the tip-electrode gap were set to 20 nm and 50 μm, respectively, which closely resembles the experimental setup. A 10 V DC signal was applied to the tip. Since the nanoscale curvature of the tip and the micron size of the pyramid are much smaller than the wavelength of the 100 kHz AC signal (10 V~pp~) applied in the experiments, a DC voltage approximation was used.

Preparation of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Solution {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------

HiPco single-walled carbon nanotubes (batch HPR195.1, Rice University) were dispersed at 1 mg/mL in a 2 wt % solution of sodium deoxycholate^[@ref45]^ (Sigma-Aldrich). This suspension was tip-sonicated at 1 W/mL for 10 min before centrifuging at 50000 rpm (166000*g*) for 4 h in a Beckman TL 100 ultracentrifuge with TLS 55 swing bucket rotor. The resulting supernatant was decanted and diluted 100-fold in 2% sodium deoxycholate solution to suppress a pre-DEP trapping signal.

Videos showing dielectrophoretic manipulation of polystyrene beads suspended in water using a template-stripped gold pyramid electrode. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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